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Abstract

HTML5 is a recent version of HTML, a programming language for web documents. It was developed to solve the problems of previous HTML versions. However, the new elements and functions of HTML5 have expanded the range of attacks that third parties can abuse. This is especially the case for public institutions which apply HTML5 in their web sites, and means that their web sites are more vulnerable to these attacks than other private websites. Public institutions’ web sites consist of a larger number of web documents than other general web sites because the web sites provide information regarding policies, voting, and other events, and are connected with subordinate institutions. In this paper, because public institutions web sites consist of a large number of web documents, we used Hadoop, which is an open-source framework for distributed storage and processing. HTML5 vulnerabilities detection was processed for a large number of web documents by using distributed parallel processing. By applying distributed parallel processing for the crawling and detecting processes, we were able to improve the performance of the crawling and detecting processes for a large number of web documents connected to public institutions web sites.
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1. Introduction

The previous version of the Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) had many limitations in file upload / download, audio/video playback and implementing graphics processing, and used a variety of non-standard plug-ins such as Active X, Flash, and Silver light essentially for these purposes¹,². To resolve the issues with the previous HTML, HTML5, which is the next generation web standard of the World Wide Web (WWW), promises interoperability between platforms and devices and adds a lot of changes in the existing HTML specification. Among the items added in HTML5, multimedia elements make audio/video playback possible without installing non-standard plug-ins³. In addition to device access to features such as Geolocation, there are a lot of other changes, including Web storage, and Web messaging, in HTML5³.

Because of the advantages that HTML5 has, as an increasing number of web browsers such as Chrome, Safari and OS platforms have become HTML5 compliant, public institutions around the world has also increased the proportion of HTML5 application sites. The UK government web sites, GOV.UK can be mentioned as a representative case of public websites employing HTML5. By applying HTML5 GOV.UK helps audiences to acquire information by providing media content without requiring other plug-ins, and enhances accessibility from a variety of devices and browsers⁴,⁵.

However, new elements of HTML5 have expanded the range of possible attacks by third parties and new web security vulnerabilities have been discovered in web applications and sites that support HTML5. In cases of public institutions web sites, there is a higher probability of vulnerabilities with HTML5 than with other general
web sites. Since public institutions' web sites provide information and services to a public audience, all potential vulnerabilities of public institutions' web sites should be prevented in advance. Since public organizations are in charge of providing and releasing information regarding policies and events, public organizations' web sites need to figure a way to detect and prevent new vulnerabilities in the HTML5 application environment.

To detect HTML5 vulnerabilities, a process of crawling and detecting the content of web documents is required, which can respond from a web server. Since web sites consist of web documents connected with each other, and web documents have a relationship with other web documents by Hyperlink via a URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), all of the web documents connected to the top-level web document of web sites is the targets of crawling and detecting.

Public institutions' web sites consist of a large number of web documents providing information regarding policies, voting, and other events. In particular, the web sites have a larger number of web documents than other general web sites because of connections with subordinate institutions. In addition, public institutions' web sites contain web documents which have changing content in real-time, such as Tweets, and web documents regarding policies and events also have changes of content in the short term.

Since crawling and detecting the large number of web documents of public institutions' web sites is difficult to process by a single machine, we used Hadoop, which is a distributed parallel system for crawling web documents by multiple machines. In addition, because the quantity of crawled web documents was large, the process of detecting HTML5 vulnerabilities was also conducted on a distributed parallel system, which allowed the stable crawling and detection of a large number of web documents.

In addition, in this paper, after extracting the external links of web documents, the crawling process was repeated for the web documents of the extracted links to achieve crawling depth. The detection process was started right after the crawling process of web documents at one crawling depth. Using these processes can reduce the time gap of web documents which is changing dynamically.

In this study, we designed and developed a system which crawls a large number of web documents and detects potential HTML5 vulnerabilities based on distributed parallel process. The term detection in this paper means determining the probability of potential vulnerability in web documents.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the background of the new vulnerabilities of HTML5, Apache Nutch, and related works. In Section 3, we describe the crawling process of HTML documents and the distinctive method of HTML5 documents. In Section 4, we provide methods of detecting HTML5 vulnerabilities. Lastly, we conclude with a summary of the method we propose.

2. Background

2.1 New Vulnerabilities of HTML5

HTML was first created by Tim Berners-Lee who was a physicist at the European Particle Physics Laboratory (CERN) in 1991, HTML2.0, HTML4.01, and other versions of HTML have been released as a W3C Recommendation. HTML has strong advantages in representing and structuring information, but it is weak in compatibility between platforms and the need to use other non-standard plug-ins to express audio/video/graphics. Because of these problems, W3C introduced HTML5, which added to and modified specifications of the existing HTML, and later confirmed HTML5 as its final recommendation. HTML5 added Multimedia elements, Semantic elements, Geolocation, Web Socket, Web Storage, and so on.

As a lot of specifications were added and modified from the existing HTML, new vulnerabilities in HTML5 have been discovered in web applications and sites that apply HTML5. An open source application security project OWASP (Open Web Application Security Project) selected and released HTML5 web application security vulnerabilities in 2015.

A Click Jacking attack is an attack that induces users to click on another web document which an attacker inserts regardless of the user's intention. The Tag-based Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) attack is an attack to inject malicious script on web documents to seize the user's information or perform unusual features. In addition, attackers can seize the information and control the user's browser by using Web Socket or an attacker may attempt other attacks by using Geolocation API, Web Messaging, and We Worker.
In this paper, we classify the HTML5 vulnerabilities as vulnerabilities based on tag and attribute and based on Java Script. Based on the classified vulnerabilities, we apply different detection methods for each of the classified vulnerabilities.

2.2 Apache Nutch

Nutch is an open source web search engine package which aims to efficiently index the World Wide Web, such as a commercial search service. Nutch crawls a large amount of web documents based on Hadoop, which is a distributed parallel processing system, as well as crawling and indexing the small capacity web.

Nutch was first started by Doug Cutting who is a founder of Lucene and Hadoop, and Mike Capper Relais, and was implemented based on MapReduce and Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). Later, Hadoop was separated from the Nutch project, Nutch was included as a subproject of Lucene and separated as an independent project.

Nutch has a structure for handling a large number of web documents based on Hadoop. Hadoop is an open source framework, which supports a distributed application running on the large data processing clusters, and consists of MapReduce, HDFS, and OS-level abstractions. The primary feature of Hadoop is that the data operation is made in a computer while the actual data is located by transmitting the code for processing data to the node. Using this method, Hadoop performs data processing and reduces the transfer time of a large amount of data.

Nutch consists of a Searcher for retrieving the information from the query, an Indexer for generating an inverted index, a Database for storing the content of web documents, and a Fetcher for extracting hyperlinks from web documents.

In this paper, we perform the crawling process of a web document based on Nutch, which is a web document crawling project based on a distributed parallel processing for the crawling and detection of large volumes of web documents.

2.3 Related Works

As new vulnerabilities in the HTML5-based web applications and websites have been discovered, institutions and companies such as OWASP are conducting research focusing on new HTML5 security vulnerability analysis and detection. In\textsuperscript{14,15} the researchers introduced methods for detecting the new HTML5 security vulnerabilities.

The research\textsuperscript{14} automatically analyzed DOM based XSS vulnerabilities for a large number of web documents. The study increased the accuracy of the vulnerability detection by analyzing Java Script code at the bytes level, and HTML5's new elements based XSS vulnerability was also included. In research\textsuperscript{15}, the study automatically analyzed potential XSS vulnerabilities within web documents by constructing a repository of XSS vulnerability keywords based on the new HTML5 elements.

It automatically analyzed the DOM based XSS vulnerabilities, including new HTML5 elements intended for a large amount of web documents. However, because the study was aimed at detecting a vulnerability using the cumulative crawling process of multiple web sites, the stability of the process of crawling and analyzing a large number of web documents was not taken into account. The studies reported in\textsuperscript{14,15} suggested methods for detecting the new HTML5 security vulnerabilities, but did not mention a method to stably crawl and process large amounts of web documents for detection.

In order to solve the common problem of these studies, in this paper, we performed crawling and vulnerability detection based on a distributed parallel processing, to increase the efficiency of processing the web documents and reduce the relative speed of a single machine process.

3. Crawling of HTML5 Web Documents based on Hadoop

3.1 Structure of Web Documents to be Detected

General web sites are connected with other web documents through a hyperlink. Typically, web sites have the most top level documents (top-level document or Root URL), and a top-level document contains several hyperlinks of one or more sub-documents, or nothing. One or more sub-documents attached to the top-level document will include hyperlinks connected to other sub-documents, and the connection relationship repeats between web documents. Therefore, web sites can be represented as a tree structure having a root document, a parent node, and a child node.
Public institutions’ web sites consist of web documents regarding the policies and events of the government or international organizations, and have different features than general web sites, because the subordinate web sites of government, and web sites of countries joined in international organizations are all connected. Furthermore, HTML documents such as HTML4.01, XHTML1.1, and HTML5 can be contained among web documents of public institutions web sites and these HTML documents can be linked to other HTML5 documents. Since the top-level document to be detected may be another HTML document, and not HTML5, other kinds of HTML documents are also targets when crawling all the HTML5 documents attached to public institution websites.

In the case of public institutions web sites, as the stage of the tree increases, the number of web documents sharply increases in one crawl depth because web documents can include at least one hyperlink and all kinds of HTML documents can be the targets for crawling.

3.2 Crawling Process of Web Documents based on Hadoop

In this paper, we perform the crawling process of a web document prior to detection. The web document crawling process is divided into five steps, Inject, Generate, Fetch, Parse, Update, and operates based on MapReduce, which uses distributed parallel processing to crawl a large amount of web documents.

As shown in Figure 1, Inject stores the URL of the top-level document to storage. Based on this, the Generate process generates a list of web documents to be crawled from the Web server. Upon storing the URL of the top-level document, it generates a URL as the crawling target list.

When the information of multiple web documents is stored while crawling depth increases, it creates URLs of multiple web documents as the crawling target list. The Fetch process crawls the contents of the document after visiting web documents of the generated URL list, and the Parse process extracts hyperlinks to the outside web documents that are included in the content of the crawled document. After completing the Parse process, the Update process is used to update the information of the newly added and changed web documents.

The Inject process is carried out only early in the crawling process. Each time the crawling depth increases, the sequence of processes except for the Inject process are iterated. After the Fetch and Parse processes in one depth are completed, it saves the hyperlinks of the newly extracted external documents and creates a new crawling target list. If there are no more web documents to be crawled because the web documents crawled in the last run do not include a hyperlink, or if it reaches the designated crawling depth, the entire crawling process of web documents ends.

3.3 Distinctive Process of HTML5 Web Documents

In this paper, we implement a process of detecting vulnerabilities by targeting HTML5 web documents to detect HTML5 vulnerabilities, and perform a process of selecting HTML5 documents with the crawling process.

HTML documents are composed of several types, such as HTML4.01, XHTML1.1. Each type of Web document refers to a DTD (Document Type Definition) for the document type setting. DTD is the most basic specification for HTML documents and defines a structure and format for the exact status of documents. An HTML document declares a ‘DOCTYPE’ that is a part of a DTD reference in the top of the document, and browsers can process web documents quickly and accurately using DOCTYPE.

Table 1 shows an example of a DTD reference corresponding to the type of HTML document. For the first HTML4.01, the Strict document begins with the declaration ‘!DOCTYPE’ and references strict.dtd, which is defined by the W3C. The XHTML1.1 document references xhtml11.dtd, which is defined by the W3C. However, in contrast to the other types of documents in Table 1 (HTML4.01, XHTML1.1), the HTML5 document has a structure ending with a <!DOCTYPE html> without a separate DTD reference.
Table 1. DTD Reference depending on the kind of web documents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Example of DTD Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HTML5</td>
<td>&lt;!DOCTYPE html&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTML4.01</td>
<td>&lt;!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC &quot;-/W3C//DTD HTML 4.01//EN&quot; &quot;http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/strict.dtd&quot;&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XHTML1.1</td>
<td>&lt;!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC &quot;-/W3C//DTD XHTML 1.1//EN&quot; &quot;http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml11.dtd&quot;&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this paper, using the features of HTML documents, we determine whether the DTD reference exists in the DOCTYPE of web documents, and select the HTML5 document. As shown in Table 2, we categorize and define crawled web documents into two kinds of document types inside the system.

If a separate DTD reference in the DOCTYPE declaration of crawled web documents is discovered, the document will be considered to be a non HTML5 document, and defines the document type as 'text / html'. If there is no DTD reference in the document, it determines the document to be an HTML5 web document and defines the document type definition as 'text / html5'.

Table 2. Content type of web documents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contents</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>text/html5</td>
<td>HTML5 Web Document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>text/html</td>
<td>Other HTML Web Document (Ex. HTML4.01, XHTML1.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Detection of HTML5 Vulnerabilities Based on Hadoop

4.1 Definition of HTML5 Vulnerabilities to be Detected

In this paper, we selected the HTML5 vulnerabilities shown in Table 3 and Table 4 as those to be detected, among the HTML5 vulnerabilities that OWASP selected. The vulnerabilities to be detected were selected based on HTML5 attacks which are most commonly used, such as ClickJacking, Cross-site Scripting, DoS, Scan, Geolocation, Web Socket, and Web Worker.

Selected vulnerabilities were classified as tag and attribute vulnerability and JavaScript vulnerability based on the characteristics of its entry. Tag and attribute vulnerability means the vulnerability to attempted attacks based on the tag and attribute included in the HTML content of a web document, and we defined the core keywords for each of the vulnerabilities, as shown in Table 3. JavaScript vulnerability means the vulnerability to attempted attack based on web-based script codes contained in a document, and we defined the core keywords for each vulnerability, as shown in Table 4.

Table 3. Tag and attribute vulnerabilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Vulnerabilities</th>
<th>Core Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Click Jacking Attack</td>
<td>Sandbox, iFrame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-site Scripting Attack</td>
<td>autofocus, onfocus, onblur, input, select, text area, button, keygen, button, input, video, audio, source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Onerror, keygen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poster, video, math</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Href, video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Srcdoc, iFrame</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Javascript vulnerabilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Vulnerabilities</th>
<th>Core Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DoS Attack - DoS</td>
<td>set Interval, open, send, ActiveXObject, XML-HTTP, XML Http Request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scan Attack - SCN Scan</td>
<td>open, ActiveXObject, XMLHttpRequest, Date, ready State coods, get Current Position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geolocation - GEO</td>
<td>parse, eval, WebSocket, JSON, send</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Socket - WSC post Message, Worker, XML Http Request, open, send</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Worker DDoS</td>
<td>XML Http Request, open, send</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this paper, we defined the vulnerability patterns to be used in the vulnerability detection process based on the core keywords for each vulnerability, as presented in Table 5. A total of 24 vulnerabilities were defined by considering the total number of occurrences of a combination of the core keywords, and they included tag and attribute vulnerabilities and JavaScript vulnerability.
The vulnerability patterns are composed of a vulnerability number, a vulnerability name, and keywords. P refers to the vulnerability number, from P1 up to P18 means tag and attribute vulnerability, from P19 up to P23 means JavaScript vulnerability. The vulnerability name is an abbreviation of the full name for each vulnerability and is limited to three letters.

The keywords of tag and attribute vulnerabilities and JavaScript vulnerability have different pattern definitions. Tag and attribute vulnerabilities use a keyword having -E, -A and numbers. -E represents a tag (element), -A represents an attribute (attribute). Numbers suffixed to -E, -A indicate the depth of the tags and attributes. If this number is the same as the corresponding tags and attributes, it is considered to belong to the same level. In the case of JavaScript vulnerability, since the depth between keywords does not exist, unlike tag and attribute vulnerability, keywords are listed in order from the rarest keywords.

### 4.2 Process of Detecting HTML5 Vulnerabilities

The system performs preforms the process of crawling the web documents of public institutions’ websites before starting security vulnerability detection. Security vulnerability detection is carried out in the Parse process for web documents in the crawling process. The Parse process is the process that is performed immediately after crawling the web documents of the crawling target list that was extracted in one depth. When the Parse process is finished, it increases the crawling depth to extract a new crawling target list, and performs crawling and detection.

Public organization websites contain many changeable articles such as real-time Tweets, and have a characteristic of introducing changes in a short time period, such as policy and event-related documents. In consideration of these characteristics, the method performs the detection process immediately after the crawling process in one depth, to reduce the time difference in the crawling and detection.

In addition, the crawling depth is increased, and the amount of crawled web documents increases exponentially, which means that the amount of vulnerability to be detected also increases. In order to detect security vulnerabilities for a large number of web documents, the detection process should operate based on MapReduce, as shown in Figure 2. To keep a large number of web documents discrete, web documents are distributed to mappers divided by a 'Host'.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Vulnerabilities</th>
<th>Keyword Patterns</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Vulnerabilities</th>
<th>Keyword Patterns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>JAK</td>
<td>-E0 iframe -A0 sandbox</td>
<td>P13</td>
<td>XSS</td>
<td>-E0 input -A0 formaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>XSS</td>
<td>-E0 input -A0 autofocus -A0 onfocus</td>
<td>P14</td>
<td>XSS</td>
<td>-E0 video -E1 source -A1 onerror</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>XSS</td>
<td>-E0 input -A0 autofocus -A0 onblur</td>
<td>P15</td>
<td>XSS</td>
<td>-E0 audio -E1 source -A1 onerror</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>XSS</td>
<td>-E0 select -A0 autofocus -A0 onfocus</td>
<td>P16</td>
<td>XSS</td>
<td>-E0 video -A0 poster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>XSS</td>
<td>-E0 select -A0 autofocus -A0 onblur</td>
<td>P17</td>
<td>XSS</td>
<td>-E0 math -A0 href</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>XSS</td>
<td>-E0 textarea -A0 autofocus -A0 onfocus</td>
<td>P18</td>
<td>XSS</td>
<td>-E0 iframe -A0 srcdoc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>XSS</td>
<td>-E0 textarea -A0 autofocus -A0 onblur</td>
<td>P19</td>
<td>DOS</td>
<td>setInterval send open ActiveXObject XMLHttpRequest XMLHTTPRequest readyState Data send open ActiveXObject XMLHttpRequest XMLHTTPRequest coords getCurrentPosition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>XSS</td>
<td>-E0 button -A0 autofocus -A0 onfocus</td>
<td>P20</td>
<td>SCN</td>
<td>WebSocket parse eval JSON send</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>XSS</td>
<td>-E0 button -A0 autofocus -A0 onblur</td>
<td>P21</td>
<td>GEO</td>
<td>postMessage Worker send open XMLHttpRequest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>XSS</td>
<td>-E0 keygen -A0 autofocus -A0 onfocus</td>
<td>P22</td>
<td>WSS</td>
<td>XMLHttpRequest XMLHTTPRequest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>XSS</td>
<td>-E0 keygen -A0 autofocus -A0 onblur</td>
<td>P23</td>
<td>WWD</td>
<td>postMessage Worker send open XMLHttpRequest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
that each mapper is treated with a type of web documents on the same host.

Mappers perform the process shown in Figure 3, and an HTML5 selecting process is performed before the detection process for an HTML document divided into the same host. If an input document is not an HTML5 document, the document is transferred to the hyperlink extraction process without the vulnerability detection. If the input document is an HTML5 document, it performs vulnerability detection.

Vulnerability detection is classified as either tag and attribute vulnerabilities detection or JavaScript vulnerability detection depending on the characteristics of the vulnerabilities. To do this, it represents the content of the document as a DOM tree. The system extracts the contents of all <script> tags within the document from the DOM tree and passes them to Java Script vulnerability detection. It transmits the other information of the tree to the tag and attributes vulnerability detection.

If a vulnerability is detected during the vulnerability detection process, it stores the information such as URL, the vulnerability number, the vulnerability position within the document where the vulnerability was discovered, as the intermediate results. When reducers that received the intermediate result file from mappers store the end results, the detection process is completed and the hyperlink extraction process is performed.

---

**Figure 2.** Detection process of HTML5 vulnerability based on map reduce.

**Figure 3.** Architecture of HTML5 vulnerability detection.
4.3 Detection Method of HTML5 Vulnerabilities

In this paper, we classified vulnerabilities as tag and attribute vulnerabilities and JavaScript vulnerability depending on the features, by applying different analytical methods. In the case of tag and attribute vulnerabilities detection, the detection process is performed based on a DOM tree, while in the case of JavaScript vulnerability detection, it performs a keyword search in accordance with their scarcity.

4.3.1 Detection Method of Tag and Attribute Vulnerabilities

Tag and attribute vulnerabilities detection is performed based on a DOM tree. DOM is a W3C standard formula that represents the neutral structured document on the platform and language, and it is possible to access the elements of an HTML document through it. It can generate a tree structure using a DOM tree because a well-structured HTML document has a hierarchical structure, and there are elements that make up the structure of the HTML document.

Figure 4. Example of tag and attribute vulnerabilities detection.

The tag and attribute vulnerabilities should be searched by looking for the attributes in a specific tag. In the case of HTML documents, since nested tags form a hierarchical structure, it is difficult to perform the detection using a simple keyword search. Using a DOM tree is suitable for a hierarchical approach with tag and attribute vulnerabilities detection because the access time can be reduced for child nodes for nested tags. Vulnerability detection places the input document into a DOM tree and passes the <script> tag list to JavaScript vulnerability detection after extracting the keyword list in the tag, and then passes the contents of the rest of the tree to tag and attribute vulnerabilities detection.

In tag and attribute vulnerabilities detection, it retrieves the first tag of the defined vulnerabilities and extracts lists of matching tags from the tree, searches the attribute again with the same depth from the extracted tag list. For example, in the case of ‘P2 XSS: -E0 input -A0 autofocus -A0 onfocus’, as presented in Figure 4, it searches the vulnerable tag ‘input’ in the DOM tree, and extracts two tags lists, <input ... onfocus = alert(1) autofocus>, <input ... type = “submit” value = “Press”>. Since ‘input’, ‘autofocus’, and ‘onfocus’ have the same number ‘0’, it can be seen that autofocus and onfocus belong in the input tag. It searches vulnerable properties ‘autofocus’, ‘input’ in the extracted tag list. If it detects all the tags and attributes defined as the vulnerability, it stores information about the vulnerability as the resulting file.

4.3.2 Detection Method of JavaScript Vulnerabilities

In the case of JavaScript vulnerabilities, it extracts the JavaScript code in the <script> tag from the DOM tree created in the initial depth of detection and performs detection. If the object created by the script specific area is used in another script region, all of the JavaScript code separate from each other in a document are the targets to be detected.

In the case of JavaScript vulnerability detection, if all of the keywords defined as vulnerabilities exist in a document, it is considered to be a vulnerability. For this process, it searches keywords by scarcity to minimize the number of searches. From P19 to P24 of Table 5 are lists of the high-scarcity order of the keywords of vulnerabilities to be detected.

The JavaScript keyword vulnerability detection should perform a keyword search for each vulnerability in the content of the script extracted from the input document. In the detection process, if the keywords to be detected do not exist in the script, it recognizes it as false and immediately starts the detection of the next vulnerability. If the keywords to be detected do exist in the script, it stores the information about the vulnerability as a resulting file.
5. Conclusion

In this paper, we carried out a new HTML5 potential security vulnerability detection process for the web documents of public institutions websites. Public institutions web sites consist of a large number of web documents that are unlike other general web sites, because such web sites provide information regarding policies, voting, and other events, and are connected with subordinate institutions. We therefore performed the crawling and the detection process based on the distributed parallel processing system Hadoop. By performing the crawling and detection using distributed parallel processing, we could reliably handle a large number of web documents of public institutions web sites.

In addition, we classified the vulnerabilities to be detected as either tag and attribute vulnerabilities or JavaScript vulnerability based on the characteristics of its entry, and applied different detection processes for the classified vulnerabilities.
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